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ABSTRACT:  Contemporary Canada should be attempting to include Aboriginal 
peoples’ knowledges in the arenas of science research, education, and application.  
For the mainstream, however, this is largely unknown territory and efforts may 
easily falter or not even begin.  Based on the author’s participation in two on-going 
“learning communities” in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, and towards the goal of sharing 
“lessons learned” in the spirit of helping others, the presentation will outline some 
insights re the “journey of inclusion” of Aboriginal knowledges alongside Western 
science.  One learning community has come into existence around an innovative 
post-secondary science initiative (Integrative Science; www.integrativescience.ca) at 
Cape Breton University (an initiative led by academics and supported by First 
Nations’ community); the second learning community has come into existence 
around a collaborative environmental planning initiative (CEPI) for the Bras d’Or 
Lakes ecosystem in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia (an initiative led by First Nations and 
supported by others including university).  Mr. Albert Marshall, Mi’kmaq First Nation 
Elder from Eskasoni, NS, has coined the label “Two-Eyed Seeing” for efforts within 
these initiatives to bring Aboriginal and Western scientific knowledges together; the 
label points to the need to learn to see from the one eye with the strengths of 
Aboriginal peoples’ knowledges and from the other eye with the strengths of 
Western science ... with the overall intent that we go forward together, learning 
from and with each other.  The presentation will also highlight the strong resonance 
of “two-eyed seeing” with the “new commitment for Science for the 21st Century” 
envisioned by UNESCO and the 1999 World Conference on Science. 
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11 LESSONS LEARNED:
We need to learn to …

• acknowledge we need each other
• acknowledge we are on a learning journey
• co-learn … including how to do so:

- simple integrative framework 
• help institutions to help us “legitimize” TK

in the minds of youth (and many others)
• work with “living agendas”
• use other “organic language”
• do … in a creative “grow forward” manner 



• think “knowledge gardening” more 
than knowledge translation or transfer

• weave back and forth between 
our knowledges, our stories

• navigate our weaving via awareness of 
“big patterns” (broad generalizing orientations)

• make our knowledges, our stories visual 

11 LESSONS LEARNED (cont’d):
We need to learn to …



Albert Marshall, Mi’kmaq Elder 
Eskasoni First Nation

WesternIndigenous
two-eyed seeing



both Indigenous and Western, plus:
• role of  me and you in “the knowing”
• our common ground
• our differences (and respect them)
• our journey … forward & together 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NOT … simply Western, plus
bits and pieces of  Indigenous

integrative framework



“two-eyed seeing” 
how our world is

interconnected parts & wholes



“two-eyed seeing” 
our overall knowledge objectives

towards resonance
of understanding

within environment

towards construction
of  understanding

of  environment



“two-eyed seeing” 
our language & methodology

UN-WEAVINGWEAVING
vigour rigour



- respect
- relationship
- reverence
- reciprocity
- ritual
- repetition
- responsibility

- hypothesis
(making & testing)

- data collection
- data analysis
- model & theory

construction

“two-eyed seeing” 
our key concepts & actions



The central dilemma of  science
education today is the teaching of  

science from only one cultural 
perspective, and in an incomplete

and non-connected manner.
Gregory Cajete, PhD, Univ. of New Mexico

WesternIndigenous
collaborative initiatives

#1a



Toqwa’tu’kl Kjijitaqnn
Integrative Science

“bringing     our stories     together”
Indigenous Western



The voice of
our ancestors
is in the land.





We are
all inter-

connected.

image from:
Mi’kmaq Family

and Children Services



Everything 
we want
is here.

image from:  
“Winds of Change”
by:  Roy Thomas, 
Ahnisnabae-born 

Ojibwa artist; 1949-2004



We need to
stay connected
to the earth …

… and be able
to work

with Nature …

… not be a
“master over”.

image by:  Rod Restoule 
from: Into the Daylight; 

C. Morrisseau, 1998



Wjipenuk Etek Lnuimlkikno’ti
Spirit of  the East

East (sunrise)
… a place of  
beginnings and
enlightenment
… where new 
knowledge can be 
created or received 
to bring about 
harmony or right 
relations.image by :

Basma Kavanagh



youth

IAPH

collaborative initiatives

#1b



Integrative Health & Healing:

co-learning our way
to expanding wholeness

through restoration
of relationships with the land

Aboriginal Community-Based 
Participatory Action Research



healthy young … need TLC



healthy young need stories & creativity                     



puppets to teach the “healing tense”
found in the Mi’kmaq language 



puppets made
from the forest



Earth speaks:



Earth speaks:
forest time 

leaves fully
out (June)



Earth speaks:
animal time 

mate calling 
(September)



Earth speaks:
health indicators

frogs 
croaking



voices
of  the land
… of  health 

Earth speaks:

growing 
season



IAPH

Thank you
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